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Setting
1933-1939. The world of the play exists on the ice of Lowther Street Arena in Preston, Ontario. In 1973,
Preston amalgamated with Hespeler, the hamlet of Blair and the city of Galt to form what we know
today as Cambridge.

Characters
Hilda Ranscombe: 20-27
Nellie Ranscombe: 22-29
Marm (Margaret) Schmuck: 20-27
Helen Schmuck:
Herbert Fach: 40-50
Announcers

22-29

Synopsis
The play follows four players on the Preston Rivulettes, a woman’s hockey team, and their coach
through their 1930s championship seasons. Fighting against the Great Depression, rising tensions in
Europe, prejudice, and personal upheaval, they triumph against the odds.

The cast taking a moment away from rehearsal. (clockwise from left) Gili Roskies, Morgan
Yamata, Tracey Power (playwright/choreographer), Katie Ryerson, and Kate Dion-Richard.
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The Preston Rivulettes!
While it is unclear exactly how the Preston Rivulettes hockey team was originally formed, it is generally
agreed that in 1930, members of the Preston Rivulettes girls' softball team were discussing activities in
which they could partake during the winter months, and someone suggested hockey. Two members,
Nellie Ranscombe and Helen Schmuck, then chatted with Fanny Rosenfeld, better known as 'Bobbie.'
Rosenfeld, who wrote a sports column targeted to women in the Toronto Globe and Mail newspaper
and already starred in multiple sports, including hockey, encouraged the girls to form a hockey team.
Ranscombe and Schmuck, along with their sisters, created the Rivulettes and began their journey into
the Cambridge Sports Hall of Fame. Despite the battles over ice time, the constant struggle to finance
the team and the endless sexism that existed in the sport, the Rivulettes defied the odds.
The success of the Preston Rivulettes was, and remains, unparalleled in the annuals of Canadian sports
history. The team played an estimated 350 games between 1930 and 1940, tying three and losing only
two. In that 10-year span, the Rivulettes were ten times the winners of the Bobby Rosenfeld Trophy that
was presented each year to the Champions of Ontario. They were also six-time winners of the Eastern
Canadian championship and the Elmer Doust Cup that went with it. They won the trophy each time they
competed for it. The team's crowning achievement was capturing the Lady Bessborough Trophy as
Canadian Champions no less than six times.
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An interview with the Playwright, Tracey Power.

Tracey Power is both the playwright and choreographer
for GLORY. We asked her a few questions about her
process, why this particular story demanded her
attention and why it needed to be shared.

Is this the first play that you have written? Was the writing process what you expected? What did you
enjoy the most, and what did you find most challenging as you wrote this play?
No, I’ve written a few plays now and a musical. It’s been an exciting writing process but different than
others. As the play is inspired by true events I needed to decide what events I wanted to include in the
play and what journey was the most dramatic and exciting for the characters to go on. The most
challenging thing is realizing that sometimes for story purposes you need to let go of some of the facts,
because they don’t necessarily make for a good play. The most exciting thing is figuring out how the ice
skating comes to life on stage.

What drew you to the story of a woman’s hockey team in the 1930’s? Why this era in particular?
I saw a photograph of a women’s hockey team from the 1930’s; I had no idea women were playing
hockey at such a high level in that time. I felt let down by historians who have done such a good job of
writing down the men’s hockey journey of the past but not the women’s. I was so amazed by the story
of the Preston Rivulettes that I wanted more Canadians to hear it as well, which is why I started writing
the play. The era was exciting because swing music and dance is so vibrant and a perfect inspiration for
bringing the hockey games to life on stage.

You are also choreographing all of the musical numbers for the play. How long have you been
choreographing for the stage? Was dance an early love for you, and if so, how did it shape who you
are today? How did a story about a woman’s hockey team inspire you to include choreographed
musical numbers?
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I love dance and began when I was 6 years old. When I was 17 I ran a dance school in the Comox Valley
and that not only taught me about the skills needed to run a business but also about producing a show
and working with kids of all ages. When I went to theatre school and started acting professionally I
stopped choreographing, but dance and movement made me a stronger performer and comfortable
with my body on stage. When I started directing, I premiered a show I created called Chelsea Hotel, The
Songs of Leonard Cohen in 2012 which I also choreographed. After that other directors began to ask me
to choreograph their shows, and it’s been wonderful to work in that capacity again. I think being an
actor has improved my story telling as a choreographer and I’m always looking for shows where
movement plays a large part in the story telling. Creating a dance world for GLORY is something I’m so
proud of. It’s new, it’s innovative and it’s so exciting to push myself into new areas.

In the play, Helen says, “what we fight for on the ice, is bigger than the game” (118). There are several
examples of what the women are fighting for through your dialogue of the characters (equality and
defending feminine ideas of strength and sensitivity, to only name a few). Do you think woman are
still fighting for these equalities abroad? Are we still fighting for them here in Canada? Why in today’s
political climate, is this important to talk about? Why is this an important message for youth?
Yes. Women are still fighting for equality. In our country and every country. This is a huge question and
one that is difficult to answer in a few sentences. I think that’s why I write plays like GLORY, so the
audience can experience the inequality and prejudice the women experience and be driven to do more
about it. Through theatre we can inspire conversation and talk about ways that it still exists and what we
can do as individuals to change that.
It is evident in GLORY how much these women have to fight for, from things that may seem small like ice
time to practice on, to larger things like being judged for being women who want to play an “aggressive”
sport like hockey. Youth need to be agents for future change, and make the choice to live in a country
where there is equality and respect for all.

All of the female characters are based on the 4 original women who began the Preston Rivulettes.
Which of the female characters do you connect most with and why? How has their story inspired you?
Hilda for her determination. Nellie for her courage. Helen for her confidence. Marm for her fight. They
have all inspired me. I suppose if I had to pick one, it would be Hilda. It was her dream of being the best
hockey player she could that started the incredible story of the Rivulettes. It wasn’t always easy for her
but she inspired everyone around her to work harder, and fight harder for what they love. I hope with
this play, I can inspire those who watch it to work and fight harder for what they love.
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Ready to play! (L-R) Gili Roskies, Katie Ryerson, Morgan Yamata, Tracey Power (playwright and
choreographer), and Kate Dion-Richard.

Then and Now! Photo on left (clockwise, from lef)t: Helen Schmuck, Marm (Margaret) Shmuck,
Hilda Ranscombe, and Nellie Ranscombe
Photo on right (clockwise, from left): Kate Dion-Richard as Helen Schmuck,Gili Roskies as Marm
(Margaret) Shmuck, Katie Ryerson as Hilda Ranscombe, Morgan Yamada as Nellie Ranscombe
Costumes designed by Cindy Wiebe.
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Activities in the Classroom
Activity #1 – The History of Women in Sport
Ice hockey is believed to have evolved from simple stick and ball games played in the 18th and 19th
century United Kingdom and elsewhere. These games were brought to North America, and several
similar winter games using informal rules were developed, such as "shinny" and "ice polo". The
contemporary sport of ice hockey was developed in Canada, most notably in Montreal, where the first
indoor hockey game was played on March 3, 1875. Some characteristics of that game, such as the length
of the ice rink and the use of a puck, have been retained to this day. Amateur ice hockey leagues began
in the 1880s, and professional ice hockey originated around 1900. The Stanley Cup, emblematic of ice
hockey club supremacy, was first awarded in 1893 to recognize the Canadian amateur champion and
later became the championship trophy of the National Hockey League (NHL). In the early 1900s, the
Canadian rules were adopted by the Ligue Internationale de Hockey sur Glace, the precursor of the
International Ice Hockey Federation (IIHF), and the sport was played for the first time in the Olympics in
the 1920 Summer Games. This is the history of men’s hockey.
The first instances of organized women's hockey date back to the 1890’s, when it was played at the
university level. The Women's Hockey Association claims that the city of Ottawa hosted the first game in
1891. In February 1921 a women’s international championship series that was be played in conjunction
with the Pacific Coast Hockey Association. One of the first professional teams was the Vancouver
Amazons, from the 1920s. They were the first women’s hockey team from Vancouver to participate in
the invitational women’s hockey tournament sponsored by the Banff Winter Carnival. The Ladies
Ontario Hockey Association was formed in 1922. When the Dominion Women’s Amateur Hockey
Association was founded in winter 1933, Lady Bessborough, the wife of Governor General of Canada
Lord Bessborough, donated a championship trophy to the association.
In 1987, the Ontario Women's Hockey Association hosted the first ever Women's World Championship
in Toronto, although the tournament was not recognized by the IIHF. During the tournament,
representatives from participating nations met to establish a strategy to lobby the IIHF for the creation
of a Women's World Championship. [1] The first IIHF-sanctioned tournament was held in Ottawa in
1990. Women's hockey was included in the Olympics for the first time in 1998, 78 years after men’s
hockey was included.

EXERCISE
Write down the name of several sports on small pieces of paper and put them into a bowl. Organize
your class into small groups of 3 or 4. Each group will pick a sport out of the pile. Have them research
the beginnings of that sport. Then have them research and document the beginning of that sport for
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women. In whichever form you choose (presentation, class discussion, paperwork), have the students
share their findings and how they differ.
Create a conversation with the class.
Dealing with timelines, how long after the first beginnings of the sport did a woman’s
league/competition emerge?
What accounts for the difference?
Why would some sporting events take longer for woman to gain equality? These answers may
range from political and historical goings on, geography, interest, or physical differences to
name a few.
Talk to the class about how this still exists today.

Activity #2 – Electro Swing! The Sounds of the 30’s with a Kick!
Swing music, or simply swing, is a form of popular music developed in the United States that dominated
in the 1930s and 1940s. The name swing came from the 'swing feel,' where the emphasis is on the off–
beat or weaker pulse in the music. A typical song played in swing style would feature a strong, anchoring
rhythm section in support of more loosely tied wind and brass. The most common style consisted of
theme choruses and choruses with improvised solos within the framework of the soloist’s bandmates
playing support. Swing music began to decline in popularity during World War II.
Electro Swing is a sub-genre of Electronic Dance Music that uses samples of swing or jazz music mixed with
dance-style percussion and electronic effects, such as repeated sound bytes or electronic sounds. Many
artists also incorporate rap, hip hop, or dubstep into their songs, an example of the last being “ghetto
swing”, a sub-genre of Electro Swing that uses the same style of synthesized sound for a break down.
The solidity of Electro Swing as a genre is attributed to Parov Stelar, who developed the style of music in
2005. It developed popularity through bands such as Caravan Palace, who based their music off of
Stelar’s original experimentation. Eventually, the genre grew in popularity in European countries, such
as Britain and France, hitting a peak in 2010.

EXERCISE

Have your class listen to a sample of each genre.
Google “swing of the 1930’s” or go to the following link for a good sampling:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zPfjomqZuXc&list=RDzPfjomqZuXc
Google “Electro Swing” on youtube. Or go to the link below for a great sample.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C6-TWRn0k4I
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Ask your class to listen for the difference in the two genres. In the sample of the Electro Swing song, can
they pick out the qualities of the swing music (the offbeat, weaker pulse, strong rhythm section or the
wind and brass?). What are the qualities of Electronic Dance Music?
If your class had not seen the production yet, let them know that the hockey games within the play are
played and performed to Electro Swing music. Talk about how that might look. What parts of Electro
Swing music do you think applies itself to a sporting event? Why would the playwright choose to put the
games to dance? And why would they choose this genre?
If your class has already seen the show, ask them how they felt about the music within the show. How
did Electro Swing lend itself to hockey? Are there other musical genres that could be used? Would
different sports on stage lend themselves to different genres? Discuss how rhythm, repetition and mood
may support certain sports more than others. Be sure to talk about the lesser known sports and what
music may suit it. Curling anyone?!

Activity #3 – Behind the Game:
The Political, Social and Economic happenings in the 1930’s
Throughout GLORY, the script comments on events that occured during the 1930’s; the onset of World
War II, the Great Depression, the crash of the New York stock exchange, unemployment rates, the
creation of the Canadian Broadcast system, and the Aird Commissions. The script subtly depicts a world
amidst economic, political and social change.
EXERCISE
Have groups research the above happenings. How would these events influence sport? How, amongst
such change, could a woman’s hockey team emerge? Or a woman’s role in general? What were the
major difficulties that these women faced in this time? Were women and men in Canada facing the
same dilemmas as their counterparts across the world?
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Activity 5 – Group Discussion
1.
2.
3.
4.

What was your favourite part of the production? Why?
Who was your favourite character in the play? Why? How do you connect with their fight?
What did you learn from the play? What part did you find inspiring?
In the play the coach, Herbert Fach, has German roots. Discuss the dynamic of his ancestry and
how it affects the players. Why would the playwright add in this part of the play? How does it
enhance the plot?

Curriculum Connections
Drama

Arts Education
Music
Language Arts
Dance

Historical and Aesthetic Context
Exploring, Drama Forms
Performance
Context
Social and Cultural Context
Thoughts, Images and Feelings
Context, Historical context
Oral Language, Reading and Viewing, Speaking and Listening
Exploration
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